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This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader, and loves the sound
of piano keys. With some

support he is able to do this
unit, and enjoys the

challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains over 80
pages of material plus 48

google slides.  



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are

great for ALL students to
assist with participation
and engagement in group

discussions.
 

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



There is a 14-page book
with simple text and

engaging photos. 
 

It comes in pdf version as well
as a voice recorded PowerPoint

(so you don't have to print it
out.)  There is also a movie

version you can use in google
slides.



One is errorless
One has wrong answers mixed
in students will have to set
aside

    There are 4 circle maps for
different values.

 
Circle maps are a great way for
students to see the concept at a
glance.  There are 2 versions:

 
 



    Each circle map comes
in a digital version.  The
differentiated versions

only have correct
answers.



There are 3 worksheets
where students find
matching values.  There
are suggestions for
differentiation and
options for presentation
included.



The digital versions have
students drag over
matching values.  The
differentiated versions
use color-coding.



There are 5 worksheets
where students match
the approximate cost
of an object.



The digital versions have
students drag over
approximate costs.  The
differentiated versions
use color-coding (shown
here).



There are 5 worksheets
where students circle
the approximate cost
of an object.



The digital versions have
students circle the
approximate costs.  The
differentiated versions
have dashed red circles
for the students to match
to.



There are 3 worksheets
where students look at the
price and then circle the
price that is the next
dollar up.



The digital versions have
students circle the next
dollar up.  The
differentiated versions
have dashed red circles
for the students to match
to.



There are 3 worksheets
where students look at the
price of an item and how
much money you have. 
 Students then circle
yes/no/I don't know if
they have enough to buy it.



The digital versions have
students circle the
answer. The
differentiated versions
have dashed red circles
for the students to match
to (as shown here).



I realize there will be some
students out there unable
to do cutting activities.  I
have a blog post with ways
to complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!
Most of the activities (except

the book) come in color and
black and white.

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

